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An Introduction to Moral Philosophy
2020-09-01

from respected philosopher and writer Jonathan Wolff this brief introduction to ethics stimulates independent thought emphasizes real world examples and provides clear and engaging introductions to key moral theories and the thinkers behind them the new second edition offers expanded coverage of moral reasoning as well as two thoughtful and contemporary new chapters on applying moral philosophy and the ethics of race a companion primary source collection readings in moral philosophy amplifies issues discussed in the text connecting them to problems in applied ethics

Ethics and Moral Philosophy 2011-10-28

ethics and moral philosophy is an area of particular interest today this book brings together some of the most important essays in this area topics include practical reason particularism moral realism virtue ethics and ethics and moral philosophy more generally

Moral Philosophy: A Reader 2009-09-01

this collection of classic and contemporary readings in ethics presents sharp competing views on a wide range of fundamentally important topics moral relativism and objectivism ethical egoism value theory utilitarianism deontological ethics virtue ethics ethics and religion and applied ethics the fourth edition dramatically increases the volume s utility by expanding and updating the selections and introductions while retaining the structure that has made previous editions so successful

Moral Philosophy: Including Theoretical and Practical Ethics 1859

the present volume is the result of the author s studies while professor of mental and moral philosophy in amherst college and was originally prepared as a course of lectures to the senior class in that institution it
was intended as a sequel to the author's treatise on mental philosophy. It has been the aim of the author to give as far as possible a science of morals and not merely a treatise on moral subjects. With a view to this, the principles which lie at the foundation of the science are first discussed as concisely as may be in the opening division of the work. In the subsequent division, these principles are considered in their application to the practical duties and relations of life. The several classes of duties that class which pertains to the state or political ethics has received in these pages a fuller discussion than is usually given in works of this kind. Yet, not fuller perhaps than its relative importance demands.

Moral Philosophy, Including Theoretical and Practical Ethics 2015-06-04

Excerpt from moral philosophy including theoretical and practical ethics. The present volume is the result of the author's studies while professor of mental and moral philosophy in Amherst College and was originally prepared as a course of lectures to the senior class in that institution. It was intended as a sequel to the author's treatise on mental philosophy. The favorable reception of that work by the public has induced him to give this also to the press with the hope that it may be of service to the cause of education. Few departments of science have so rich a literature as moral philosophy and yet, by general concession, there are few good text books of the science of the treatises now most generally in use in our schools and colleges. Some appear deficient in thorough scientific discussion of the principles and true theory of morals. Others again in practical detail. About the publisher: Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at forgottenbooks.com. This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully. Any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy 2000-11-15

the premier political philosopher of his day john rawls in three decades of teaching at harvard has had a profound influence on the way philosophical ethics is approached and understood today this book brings together the lectures that inspired a generation of students and a regeneration of moral philosophy it invites readers to learn from the most noted exemplars of modern moral philosophy with the inspired guidance of one of contemporary philosophy s most noteworthy practitioners and teachers central to rawls s approach is the idea that respectful attention to the great texts of our tradition can lead to a fruitful exchange of ideas across the centuries in this spirit his book engages thinkers such as leibniz hume kant and hegel as they struggle in brilliant and instructive ways to define the role of a moral conception in human life the lectures delineate four basic types of moral reasoning perfectionism utilitarianism intuitionism and the ultimate focus of rawls s course kantian constructivism comprising a superb course on the history of moral philosophy they also afford unique insight into how john rawls has transformed our view of this history

Moral Philosophy and Moral Education 2017-06-09

moral philosophy and moral education considers the interconnections of ethics education and the philosophy of culture as related to the human concern with self knowledge the individual self finds its inner life writ large in the forms of culture such as religion art and history such forms of cultural life represent and embody normative ideals that can provide the necessary content to shape the character and the conduct of civic life thor a ilin bayer draws upon the ancient greek view of education as paideia and the conception of bildung of the german idealist philosophers these two ideas of education aim at the development of the whole person as distinct from training in a particular skill subject matter technique or occupation the education of the whole person aims at the production in the individual of a broad mental outlook harmoniously joined with a
knowledge of the great perspectives and principles of human culture as it takes its various shapes within the history of humanity moral philosophy requires both culture and the individual as its terms of inquiry and moral education requires a vision of how to have these two terms interact to form a whole

**An Historical Introduction to Moral Philosophy 1991**

approaches moral philosophy as a living tradition and exposes students to some of the most influential thinkers and major traditions in moral philosophy from its classical greek origins to the present composed of twenty five readings organized in five historical periods and substantive pedagogical issues in moral philosophy and emphasizes comparative and critical analysis of those readings

**Morality 2012-03-29**

in morality bernard williams confronts the problems of writing moral philosophy and offers a stimulating alternative to more systematic accounts which seem nevertheless to have left all the important issues somewhere off the page williams explains analyses and distinguishes a number of key positions from the purely amoral to notions of subjective or relative morality testing their coherence before going on to explore the nature of goodness in relation to responsibilities and choice roles standards and human nature a classic in moral philosophy

**Moral Philosophy 2011**

moral philosophy a contemporary introduction is a compact yet comprehensive book offering an explication and critique of the major theories that have shaped philosophical ethics engaging with both historical and contemporary figures this book explores the scope limits and requirements of morality denicola traces our various attempts to ground morality in nature in religion in culture in social contracts and in aspects of the human person such as reason emotions caring and

digicap publishing presents to you this special edition of moral philosophy ethics deontology and natural law by joseph rickaby digicap publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicap book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicap hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

Moral Philosophy: Ethics, Deontology and Natural Law 2022-09-05

this book is an investigation into the descriptive task of moral philosophy nora hämäläinen explores the challenge of providing rich and accurate pictures of the moral conditions values virtues and norms under which people live and have lived along with relevant knowledge about the human animal and human nature while modern moral philosophy has focused its energies on normative and metaethical theory the task of describing uncovering and inquiring into moral frameworks and moral practices has mainly been left to social scientists and historians nora hämäläinen argues that this division of labour has detrimental consequences for moral philosophy and that a reorientation toward descriptive work is needed in moral philosophy she traces resources for a descriptive philosophical ethics in the work of four prominent philosophers of the twentieth century john dewey ludwig wittgenstein michel foucault and charles taylor while also calling on thinkers inspired by them

Descriptive Ethics 2016-10-20

firmly established as the standard text for undergraduate courses in ethics james rachels and stuart rachels the elements of moral philosophy
introduces readers to major moral concepts and theories through eloquent explanations and compelling thought provoking discussions

The Elements of Moral Philosophy 7e
2012-03-16

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Science of Moral Philosophy (1848)
2009-08

francis hutcheson 1694 1746 was a key figure in the scottish enlightenment and one of the eighteenth century s most influential philosophers he taught adam smith helping shape his widely influential economic and moral theories and he greatly influenced hume and bentham his theory that the only proper actions are those which will generally benefit society prepared the way for the english utilitarians his views were extensively discussed throughout britain and ranged as far as the american colonies where his political theory was read and adopted by revolutionaries he is best known for his contribution to moral theory being the chief exponent of the moral sense doctrine which following shaftesbury emphasized feeling rather than reasoning as the source of judgements of virtue and vice a system of moral philosophy was written as early as 1738 but added to and altered by hutcheson throughout his life published posthumously in 1755 by hutcheson s son francis the younger the system is hutcheson s longest work and the fullest explanation of his method giving a comprehensive account of morality in three books it includes discussions of human nature our duties to god to each other and ourselves the supreme good civil liberty rights contracts marriage the rights and duties of parents and the laws of peace and war the work also contains an argument against slavery that was reprinted in
colonial philadelphia and helped give academic weight to the anti slavery movement william leechman a friend of hutcheson and professor of divinity at glasgow contributes a highly valuable biography in addition the thoemmes edition includes a new introduction by daniel carey one of the great philosophical works of the eighteenth century the rare and valuable first edition unedited and reprinted in its entirety includes a new introduction outlining the importance of the text

A System of Moral Philosophy 2000
	hese 13 essays by noted american and german scholars provide a focused discussion of many of the issues raised by the integration of philosophical and psychological theories of moral development the essays pivot around two key contributions by lawrence kohlberg and his associates and by ja1 4rgen habermas kohlberg s major work was a description of the stages of development of moral understanding in children this book contains the final formulation of his view of the end point of moral development stage 6 habermas s insightful response to that formulation which seeks to fit kohlberg s perceptions into the framework of a communicative ethics is an important extension of his own moral theory in three parts the essays map out the relationship between philosophy and psychology in the study of the moral domain explore the way the moral point of view is understood within kohlberg s cognitive developmental model and discuss the place of moral development in terms of various models of personality and decision making the contributors are augusto blasi dwight r boyd rainer dobert wolfgang edelstein ja1 4rgen habermas helen haste monika keller lawrence kohlberg charles levine mordecai nisan gil g noam gertrud nunner winkler bill puka ernst tugendhat and thomas e wren thomas e wren is professor of philosophy at loyola university of chicago the moral domain is included in the series studies in contemporary german social thought edited by thomas mccarthy

The Moral Domain 1990

collection of original essays by leading researchers on current approaches to moral philosophy
excerpt from reason and conduct new bearings in moral philosophy in arranging these essays i have decided not to follow a strict chronological order instead i have divided them into two main groups the first represents my own successive efforts to find answers to the questions of analytical ethics the second offers a selection of critical studies of particular works that reflect some of the prevailing winds of doctrine in contemporary moral philosophy and several essays dealing with a variety of topics historical and substantive as well as methodological which at one time or another have engaged my attention taken together the papers do seem to me to provide a fairly comprehensive survey of a good many of the issues with which moral philosophers are now concerned however i most particularly desire not to give the impression that without really trying i have somehow managed to construct a new system of moral philosophy these are new bearings nothing more about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

immanuel kant s groundwork for the metaphysics of morals is one of the most important texts in the history of ethics in it kant searches for the supreme principle of morality and argues for a conception of the moral life that has made this work a continuing source of controversy and an object of reinterpretation for over two centuries
Reason and Value collects 15 new papers by leading contemporary philosophers on themes from the work of Joseph Raz. Raz has made major contributions in a wide range of areas including jurisprudence, political philosophy, and the theory of practical reason. But all of his work displays a deep engagement with central themes in moral philosophy. The subtlety and power of Raz's reflections on ethical topics make his writings a fertile source for anyone working in this area. Especially significant are his explorations of the connections between practical reason and the theory of value, which constitute a sustained and penetrating treatment of a set of issues at the very center of moral philosophy as it is practiced today. The contributors to the volume acknowledge the importance of Raz's contributions by engaging critically with his positions and offering independent perspectives on the topics that he has addressed. The volume aims both to honour Raz's accomplishments in the area of ethical theorizing and to contribute to an enhanced appreciation of the significance of his work for the subject. Contributors include Michael E. Bratman, John Broome, Ruth Chang, Jonathan Dancy, Harry Frankfurt, Ulrike Heuer, Philip Pettit, Peter Railton, Donald H. Regan, T.M. Scanlon, Samuel Scheffler, Seana Valentine, Shiffrin, Michael Smith, Michael Stocker, Michael Thompson, R. Jay Wallace.

Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals

Elizabeth Anscombe's 1958 essay, Modern Moral Philosophy, contributed to the transformation of the subject from the late 1960s. Reversing the trend to assume that there is no intrinsic connection between facts, values, and reasons for action and directing attention towards the category of virtues, her later ethical writings were focused on particular ideas and issues such as those of conscience, double effect, murder, and sexual ethics. In this collection of new essays deriving from a conference held in Oxford, these and other aspects of her moral philosophy are examined. Anyone interested in Anscombe's work all want to read this volume.
Reason and Value 2004-03-04

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

A course of lectures introductory to the study of moral philosophy 1856

when bernard williams died in 2003 the times newspaper hailed him as the greatest moral philosopher of his generation this outstanding collection of specially commissioned new essays on williams s work is essential reading for anyone interested in williams ethics and moral philosophy and philosophy in general reading bernard williams examines the astonishing scope of his philosophy from metaphysics and philosophy of mind to ethics political philosophy and the history of philosophy an international line up of outstanding contributors discuss amongst others the following central aspects of williams s work williams s challenge to contemporary moral philosophy and his criticisms of absolute theories of morality reason and rationality the good life the emotions williams and the phenomenological tradition philosophical and political agency moral and political luck ethical relativism contributors simon blackburn john cottingham frances ferguson joshua gert peter goldie charles guignon sharon krause christopher kutz daniel markovits elijah millgram martha naussbaum carol rovane

Elements of Moral Philosophy: Comprising the Theory of Morals and Practical Ethics ... 1825

this book lays out and examines three central aspects of the moral philosophy of dietrich von hildebrand his notions of value value response
and value blindness this discussion is supplemented by analysis of the relationship between happiness and morality in von hildebrand martin cajthaml is the main author of the book vlastimil vohánka contributed most of chapter 5

The Moral Philosophy of Elizabeth Anscombe 2016-03-17

d this book covers moral philosophy from the ancient times to the modern concepts of professional ethics its all embracing practical nature links it with many other areas of study including anthropology biology medicine economics history politics psychology sociology and theology

Moral Philosophy 1925

e this book brings together some of the most important essays in this area topics include practical reason particularism moral realism virtue ethics and ethics and moral philosophy more generally

The Justification of the Good: An Essay on Moral Philosophy (1918) 2008-06-01

a short history of ethics has over the past thirty years become a key philosophical contribution to studies on morality and ethics alasdair macintyre writes a new preface for this second edition which looks at the book thirty years on and considers its impact a short history of ethics guides the reader through the history of moral philosophy from the greeks to contemporary times macintyre emphasises the importance of a historical context to moral concepts and ideas showing the relevance of philosophical queries on moral concepts and the importance of a historical account of ethics a short history of ethics is an important contribution written by one of the most important living philosophers ideal for all philosophy students interested in ethics and morality
periodically someone must remind philosophers of just how far removed they are from the all too real and vital human concerns that affect people’s lives someone has to point the way to a philosophy that returns to these concerns with both depth and realism. James Gouinlock has deftly accomplished both tasks in rediscovering the moral life with trenchant reference to such contemporary philosophical luminaries as Alasdair Macintyre, John Rawls, Jurgen Habermas, Michael Walzer, and Richard Rorty, among others. Gouinlock demonstrates that the abstractions produced by these writers fail to engage the very subject matter that gives pertinence to ethical theory and offers direction to moral conduct. Gouinlock shows how current thinkers produce elaborate but lifeless and impractical conceptual schemes devoid of meaning for those of us who live in the real world of vital importance. It is the moral life itself the actual values conflicts ambiguities and resources resident in human life here we find the sources of moral direction and aspiration with learning wit and lively analysis. Gouinlock carries out the project of discerning and appropriating these resources and in so doing returns philosophy to the fundamental character of human perplexities and ambitions only in reference to the conditions of ordinary everyday living with all of its confusion, frustration, and anxiety can philosophy regain the vitality and pertinence to rescue it from the ivory tower. The ideas from that tiresome tower oscillate between forms of absolutism and relativism finding no warrant for either in the moral life itself. Gouinlock presents a moral pluralism warranted by the very nature of the moral life and implemented not by invariant rules but by remarkably simple and effective virtues determined in reference to the moral condition although they cannot give absolute certification to moral judgement the virtues provide a foundation for thought and action in real circumstances. Gouinlock begins his discussion by presenting some of the most fateful traits of existence from which he proceeds to more specific analyses he presents the problems of fact and value in a new and vivid light while giving moral discourse original and refreshingly constructive attention. In addition there is penetrating analysis of the origins of moral values in the conditions of the moral life drawing from research in the behavioural sciences. Gouinlock points out the multiple uses of knowledge of human nature in moral reflection and action he
then sets forth the nature of the virtues that are most suitable for contending with these generic conditions throughout gouinlock draws upon many sources of wisdom in the history of philosophy while laying bare the futilities of contemporary theories with courage and candour gouinlock confronts the nature of the moral life and its prospects for both suffering and fulfilment rediscovering the moral life stands in the great tradition of synoptic works in philosophy that have the boldness to challenge prevailing academic conventions and the insight to reveal the best lessons of moral experience

The Moral Philosophy of Dietrich Von Hildebrand 2019

immanuel kant and henry sidgwick are towering figures in the history of moral philosophy kant s views on ethics continue to be discussed and studied in detail not only in philosophy but also theology political science and legal theory meanwhile sidgwick is emerging as the philosopher within the utilitarian tradition who merits the same meticulous treatment that kant receives as champions of deontology and consequentialism respectively kant and sidgwick disagree on many important issues however close examination reveals a surprising amount of consensus on various topics including moral psychology moral epistemology and moral theology this book presents points of agreement and disagreement in the writings of these two giants of philosophical ethics the chapters will stimulate discussions among moral theorists and historians of philosophy by applying cutting edge scholarship on each philosopher to shed light on some of the more perplexing arguments and views of the other and by uncovering and examining points of agreement between sidgwick and kant as possible grounds for greater convergence in contemporary moral philosophy this is the first full length volume to investigate sidgwick and kant side by side it will be of major interest to researchers and advanced students working in moral philosophy and its history

Moral Philosophy, the Ethical Approach
Through the Ages 2009-04-14

designed for an international readership introduction to western moral philosophy combines examination of critical thinking with an account of key philosophers in the moral philosophical tradition these philosophers are not taken as authorities to be blindly followed but as thinkers whose key insights no subsequent philosopher can ignore the book is based on lectures given in canada and cambridge at first year university level

A System of Moral Philosophy, in Three Books 1755

Problems of Moral Philosophy 1967

Ethics and Moral Philosophy 2011-10-28

A Short History of Ethics 2003-07-08

Rediscovering the Moral Life 1993

Kantian and Sidgwickian Ethics 2020-06-10

Introduction to Western Moral Philosophy 2018-11-01
Constructive Ethics, a Review of Modern Moral Philosophy in Its Three Stages of Interpretation, Criticism, and Reconstruction 1886

Handbook of Moral Philosophy 1883

Moral Philosophy 1869
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